
IS THERE ANY EVIDENCE THAT 
EVOLUTION ISN’T TRUE?

•Howard Hendricks said, “In the midst 
of a generation screaming for 
answers, Christians are stuttering.”



• 1 Peter 3:15-16 - 15 But have reverence 
for Christ in your hearts, and honor 
him as Lord. Be ready at all times to 
answer anyone who asks you to 
explain the hope you have in you, 16 
but do it with gentleness and respect.
TEV

• 1 Peter 3:15 (LBLA) 15  sino santificad a 
Cristo como Señor en vuestros 
corazones, estando siempre 
preparados para presentar defensa 
ante todo el que os demande razón de 
la esperanza que hay en vosotros, 
pero hacedlo con mansedumbre y 
reverencia;



•William James (1842-1910) the 
father of modern Psychology "There's 
nothing so absurd that if you repeat it 
often enough, people will believe it.”

•Adolf Hitler said "If you tell a lie big 
enough and keep repeating it, people 
will eventually come to believe it....”

•Vladimir Lenin."A lie told often 
enough becomes truth”



“… it’s not 
a lie if 

you 
believe 

it.”



• John 8:44- "You are of your father the 
devil, and you want to do the desires of 
your father. He was a murderer from the 
beginning, and does not stand in the truth 
because there is no truth in him. 
Whenever he speaks a lie, he speaks from 
his own nature, for he is a liar and the 
father of lies. NASU

• John 8:44 (LBLA) 44  Sois de vuestro padre 
el diablo y queréis hacer los deseos de 
vuestro padre. El fue un homicida desde el 
principio, y no se ha mantenido en la 
verdad porque no hay verdad en él. 
Cuando habla mentira, habla de su 
propia naturaleza, porque es mentiroso y 
el padre de la mentira.



Psalms 14:1 –
“The fool has said in his 
heart, "There is no God."

NASU



Psalms 10:4 - 4 The wicked, in the 
haughtiness of his countenance, does 
not seek Him. All his thoughts are, 
"There is no God." NASU

Psalm 10:4 (LBLA) 4  El impío, en la 
altivez de su rostro, no busca a Dios. 
Todo su pensamiento es: No hay Dios.



•Romans 1:21-22 – “For even though 
they knew God, they did not honor 
Him as God or give thanks, but 
they became futile in their 
speculations, and their foolish 
heart was darkened. 22 Professing 
to be wise, they became 
fools…”NASU

•Romans 1:21-22 (LBLA) 21  Pues 
aunque conocían a Dios, no le 
honraron como a Dios ni le dieron 
gracias, sino que se hicieron vanos 
en sus razonamientos y su necio 
corazón fue entenebrecido. 22  
Profesando ser sabios, se volvieron 
necios,



• Colossians 1:16 – (ESV) 16  For by him 
all things were created, in heaven 
and on earth, visible and invisible, 
whether thrones or dominions or 
rulers or authorities—all things 
were created through him and for 
him. 

• Colossians 1:16 (LBLA) 16  Porque en 
El fueron creadas todas las cosas, 
tanto en los cielos como en la 
tierra, visibles e invisibles; ya sean 
tronos o dominios o poderes o 
autoridades; todo ha sido creado 
por medio de El y para El. 





Romans 1:20 – “For since the creation of 
the world His invisible attributes are 
clearly seen, being understood by the 
things that are made…”

Romans 1:20 (LBLA) 20  Porque desde la 
creación del mundo, sus atributos
invisibles, su eterno poder y divinidad, se 
han visto con toda claridad, siendo
entendidos por medio de lo creado, de 
manera que no tienen excusa.



"I’m 
depending 
on the fact 
that God’s 
laws never 

change." 



Genesis 1:24-25 - 24 Then God said, "Let the earth 
bring forth living creatures after their kind: cattle 
and creeping things and beasts of the earth after 

their kind"; and it was so. 25 God made the beasts 
of the earth after their kind, and the cattle after 

their kind, and everything that creeps on the 
ground after its kind; and God saw that it was 

good. NASU

Genesis 1:24-25 (LBLA) 24  Entonces dijo Dios: 
Produzca la tierra seres vivientes según su género: 

ganados, reptiles y bestias de la tierra según su 
género. Y fue así. 25  E hizo Dios las bestias de la 

tierra según su género, y el ganado según su 
género, y todo lo que se arrastra sobre la tierra 

según su género. Y vio Dios que era bueno.





The Fossil Record does not 
substantiate Darwinian Evolution. 

•Steven Jay 
Gould -

PUNCTUATED 
EQUILIBRIUM 

THEORY

I count myself among the evolutionists who 
argue for a jerky, or episodic, rather than 

a smoothly gradual, pace of change. In 
1972 my colleague Niles Eldredge and I 

developed the theory of punctuated 
equilibrium. We argued that two 

outstanding facts of the fossil record-
geologically "sudden" origin of new 

species and failure to change thereafter 
(stasis)-reflect the predictions of 

evolutionary theory, not the 
imperfections of the fossil record.



The fossil record and 
Transitional Forms

There should be COUNTLESS transitional forms.



The Ferocious 

Chipmunk/Squirrel Gator 

(compliments of Phil Provost)







HAECKEL’S HOAX





• “In its zeal to find the "missing link" 
between birds and dinosaurs, the 
National Geographic Society jumped on 
the "discovery" of "archaeoraptor." 
Without obtaining independent 
scientific corroboration that the find 
was genuine, Geographic guarded its 
secret until the fossil was "unveiled" last 
October. An article in the November 
National Geographic magazine titled 
"Feathers for T-Rex?" promoted 
archaeoraptor as the "missing link" 
between dinosaurs and birds.



• The fossil was displayed at the 
National Geographic Society's 
Explorers Hall in Washington, DC, 
and viewed by 110,000 visitors from 
October through January, most of 
them schoolchildren. 

• USA Today noted that, “Whether a 
deliberate fake or an honest mistake, 
[this] tale of a tail has children 
believing in feathered dinosaurs that 
never existed . . . .”



• A. S. Romer in Vertebrate Paleontology pg. 224 –
“What can we say about their origin?  Our 
knowledge of the fossil history of these higher apes 
and of presumed human ancestors on this level is 
tantalizingly poor.” (meaning for all practical 
purposes it is non - existent)

• R.D. Martin—Vertebrate Paleontology and Evolution
pg. 474 – “It should be noted … that there is virtually 
no fossil evidence relating to human evolution, other 
than a few fragments of dubious affinities…  The 
preceding period of human evolution therefore 
remains a complete mystery and an unfortunate 
major gap exists whatever view one takes of the 
time of divergence of hominids and great apes.”



RAMAPITHECUS



Ramapithecus was unquestionably a chimpanzee.  Eckhardt
who compared the fossils to those of chimpanzees found all 
the variations within the chimpanzee species to fit.  He 
concluded “Ramapithecus seems to have been an ape—
morphologically, ecologically, and behaviorally.”

Ramapithecus has been removed from the “lineage of 
man.” However, not many years ago a flesh model of 
Ramapithecus was on display in the San Diego Museum of 
Man.  Before the visitors stood almost in the flesh the 
“proof” of the evolution of man.  But no one bothered to 
explain that this full fleshed evolutionary proof came from a 
“few teeth, a few fragments of a jaw, and a barrel full of 
evolutionary preconceived ideas.”



The importance 
of Ramapithecus in human 

evolution was realized with an 
article Simons wrote for Time 

magazine in November 1977, in 
which he stated: 

"Ramapithecus is ideally 
structured to be an ancestor of 
hominids. 



NEANDERTHAL MAN -

•Johann C. Fuhlrott found Neanderthal 
Man in 1856 in Neander Valley, near 
Dusseldorf, Germany.

• In the 1950’s scholars began to change 
their minds as more of Neanderthal 
man’s remains were discovered in 
Europe, Africa and Asia.  The evidence 
now suggests that Neanderthal man 
wasn’t part ape and part man—but 
was all man.



Neanderthal Man



JAVA MAN

• Pithecanthropus Erectus.  “Erect ape-man”.

• In over 10,000 meters of dirt he found the following.  
September 1891- a tooth.  October 1891 a skull cap.  
August 1892- a femur.  October 1892 another tooth.

• Rudolph Virchow (who founded the science of pathology) 
said of the remains. “In my opinion, this creature was an 
animal, a giant gibbon, in fact.  The thigh bone has not 
the slightest connection with the skull.” (proved to be 
clearly human)



PEKING MAN
• Davidson Bolack discovered Peking Man in 1912 near 

Peking, China.  He found over 100 teeth, thirty skulls, 
and some tools.  Again evolutionist hoped that the 
missing link had been found.  

• Fortunately or unfortunately Peking Man 
disappeared during World War II.  Meanwhile Bolack
died of a heart attack.  

• However many of the scholars that have studied 
the discovery have now concluded that the skulls 
and teeth represent the remains of monkeys or 
baboons that had been killed and eaten by lime 
quarry workers.

• The tools discovered were used to extract the 
brains of these monkeys so they could be eaten.  
Monkey brains are considered a delicacy to this day in that 
part of the world.



PILTDOWN MAN

• Charles Dawson 
discovered Piltdown Man 
known as Eanthropus 
dawsoni (“dawn man”) in 
1912 in Piltdown, 
England.  

• The discovery included a 
dark brown skull, a 
jawbone, and a few teeth.

Close examinations in 
1953 revealed the 

skull looked relatively 
normal for a human, 

but the jaw look 
primitive and apelike. 

Tests revealed that the 
jawbone was that of a 
female orangutan, that 
had been intentionally 

stained in order to 
make it appear to 

match the dark brown 
human skull.



•Further more—the lower teeth had 
been filed down to match the teeth 
on the upper jaw (the file marks 
were visible) They then dipped the 
whole thing in acid to give it an 
appearance of age and presented it 
to the world as our “MISSING 
ANCESTOR”



1. Piltdown Man was discovered in 1912 and was 
used for over 40 years as evidence that man 
descended from apes.

2. Can we explain the apparent ineptness of those 
involved? Could it be evolutionists are so 
anxious to obtain proof, to find the missing link 
that issues of honesty, integrity, and a possible 
willingness to deceive are relevant?

3. The record is shameful, untrustworthy, and 
unscientific.

4. There is a pattern of claiming the missing link 
has been found.  Broadcasting the claim before 
verified through scientific examination.  
Consequently the claims that proof exists have 
been aired, even though these “proofs” are not 
authentic and often hoaxes.



•NEBRASKA MAN
– Geologist Harold 
Cook discovered 
Nebraska Man in 
1922.  What Harold 
Cook discovered was 
a single tooth.  
• One tooth.  Yet 

paleontologist 
claimed this 
discovery was a link 
in man’s evolution.





THE SCOPES MONKEY 
TRIAL



Zinjanthropus –or East 
African Ape. 

oa skull cap 
and a few 
fragments of 
bones.
o it belong to a 

variety of 
southern ape.



• “On Australopithecus (Lucy) the 
reference to Lucy (Australopithecus
afarensis) would be understandable in 
1981. In those days, Lucy was thought 
to be a human ancestor because she 
walked upright. Subsequent analysis of 
her rib cage has indicated it would 
have been very hard for her to breathe 
while standing erect; and her curved 
feet were much better suited for tree-
climbing than walking. Lucy is just an 
extinct ape. We are surprised 
Gould did not remove the 
reference to Lucy from the 1994 
reprint.”
• By the way Lucy turned out to be a male 

chimpanzee.



•A man with crushed hips assembled 
backward by employees of the British 
Museum of Natural History

•Yet he was displayed for years as 
evidence of the missing link.

•Evolutionary volumes continue to use 
him as evidence for the missing link 
even though he was proven to be a 
man!!!

RHODESIAN MAN



ORCE MAN

•The 
skull 
cap of a 
six 
month 
old 
donkey.



FLIPPER MAN



• John Reader, author of the book Missing 
Links wrote in The New Scientist “The 
entire hominid collection known today 
would barely cover a billiard table”

• Lyall Watson- writing in Science Digest 
further admitted “The fossils that 
decorate our family tree are so scarce 
that there are still more scientist than 
specimens.  The remarkable fact is that 
all the physical evidence we have for 
human evolution can still be placed, 
with room to spare, inside a single 
coffin.”





• Do you see that every claim was either a hoax, 
wishful thinking, or claims made from finds 
ineptly handle, or that when the fossils weren’t 
from a pig, or a dolphin or a donkey, they were 
clearly definable as a man or as an ape… but 
never a cross between man and ape.  

• So would you say that there is proof that 
Evolution ISN’T TRUE?
• Flipper man a collar bone. (belonged to a dolphin)

• Orce man the skull cap of a donkey.

• Zinjanthropus a skull cap and a few bone fragments.

• Nebraska man a tooth (a pig tooth)

• Java Man a skull cap, two teeth and a femur.

• Ramapithecus a few jaw fragments and pieces of bone. 


